
RECOGNIZE: that this obstacle is deceptively simple but is often difficult for horses because we lose our focus 
thinking that it is “just a square box”.  Because the body of the object is not very long, there is little time to correct 
straightness and being centred while moving across it. Also do not underestimate your horse’s unconfidence level with the 
sound and feel of this object. It really isn’t “natural” to them and given the choice most would go around it.

REALIZE: 
Entrance:  the approach starts way before the obstacle with a focus way beyond the obstacle (your eyes and 
bellybutton are the “blowhorns” of your intention for your horse) so let them know where you are going. Give yourself as 
much room as possible for the entrance so that you can achieve straightness before you need to think about the obstacle 
itself.

Body: there is very little you can do to correct straightness at this point because of the short distance. However keeping 
forward motion will  help straightness and is observed intently from the judge’s prospective. Because of the foot falls of the 
walk, uninterrupted forward motion would mean that your horse should have 2 feet on the box and 2 feet in motion (either 
on the way on or on the way off).

Exit:  If you get concerned about the next obstacle on your pattern upon entering the exit part of the obstacle, chances 
are so will your horse. The slightest change in position of your shoulders and eyes toward the next obstacle may be 
enough to change your horse’s direction from straight one horse’s length to losing point(s) because you cut it short 
….Horses like to follow good leaders so use this to your advantage. It also shows a wonderful partnership and may just 
get you both a “wow” point! 

REMEMBER: one of the best training techiniques for this object is to teach your horse  to feel your energy from the 
end of your lead line instead of micro managing your horse from a tight rein or a short lead. Feeling your subtle energy to 
move over just a little takes focus, feel and timing but with proactise and time when it happens “asking” becomes invisible. 

OBSTACLE: 42” Box  (straight across) 

No matter what, keep a focus on forward motion which in the above snapshot in time pics, show 2 diagonal feet on and 
2 diagonal feet in motion. Trust your horse by allowing a longer rein or lead line…so they are able to look where they are 
going. You know what they are about to step on but do they?

Look forward and keep your energy 
forward longer than you think and do 
not think about the next obstacle. 
Points will never be removed for 
walking forward more than a horse’s 
length.

Here we have straightness (pony is 
tracking almost perfectly behind the front 
legs) and centred (look at the box). This 
would be judged as a “0” How great 
would it be though if we could accomplish 
this by giving the horse more line and 
trusting them to feel your intention.

Right Photo:Lagging just a little here. 
HINT: Leader is forward of the horse as 
opposed to going with the horse 
together.  Look at the feet! Asking your 
horse to walk beside you but not 
crowding you is a very important skill to 
aquire. 


